Rohde Fine Art
Heather Rohde (ROE-dee) is a highly acclaimed full-time professional artist. Her artwork celebrates
the beauty of animals, but, moreover, it reflects the artist's passion for life and all living things -especially horses! Captivated with both animals and art as a child, Rohde began painting and
drawing very young. She honed her abilities throughout her school years and into the University
where she earned her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Studio Art. Impressive sales of her artwork
allowed her to establish her business while still an undergraduate, winning top awards in nation-wide
art exhibitions along the way.

Whether she is creating one of her signature equine
pieces or depictions of other subject matter, Heather
Rohde's expressive and detailed artwork always
evokes a response. Rohde collectors sing her
praises and those first discovering her art are
mesmerized by her skills. The ever-increasing
popularity of her work is a tribute to her energy, selfdiscipline, and lifelong pursuit of artistic excellence.
NOTICE: All art by Heather Rohde, all Rohde Fine
Art eBay listings, and all descriptions and other
content therein (excluding eBay/PayPal logos)
are protected by International Copyright Law and
may not be copied or used in any form or
manner without Rohde's written permission.

COPYRIGHTS AND IMAGE USE
All art by Heather Rohde is fully protected by U.S. and International Copyright Laws.
Purchasing or obtaining a painting or other Rohde art is NOT a transfer of copyrights.
Without Rohde's permission:
 Create art or products based on Rohde art or her style.
 Reproduce, distribute, or display copeies of Rohde art in any form or manner
whatsoever.
 Copy and/or use (in any form or manner) any image, design, logo, or text displayed
on any Rohde eBay listing, our website, our dealer's websites, or on any of the
products we create, produce and/or sell.

